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ABSTRACT

A postage meter has a secure housing and a printing means
and accounting register within the secure housing. Formed
in the secure housing is postal lock. In the postal lock, a door
is movable between first and second positions relative to a
cavity. When the door is closed (in its first position) it
renders the cavity inaccessible, and when the door is open
(in its second position) it renders the cavity accessible. The
door has a latch. The latch is spring-loaded so that it engages
a latch feature in the cavity and holds the door closed.
Pushing the latch the other way (against the spring) causes
the latch to engage a pawl in the cavity, and the pawl tends
to push the door open. A protruberance on the rear of the
door engages a locking gear in the cavity. The locking gear
allows separation of two halves of the meter housing, or
holds the two halves together. If the locking gear is in the
position that pennits separating the halves, then the door
cannot be closed because the gear abuts with the protruberance. Only if the gear is in the locked position is it possible
to close the door fiilly. The door is set up to accommodate
postal regulations of many countries, including countries
requiring a key and lead seal, a paper seal, a lead seal by
itself, or a lead seal and paper seal.

5 Claims, 13 Drawing Sheets
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1
POSTAGE METER WITH IMPROVED
POSTAL LOCK

2
Y-S

OF THE INVENTION

A postage meter has a secure housing and a printing
means and accounting register within the secure housing.
Formed in the secure housing is postal lock. In the postal
The invention
to postal locksfor postage
lock, a door is movable between first and second positions
meters, and relates specifically to a versatile, reliable postal
relative to a cavity. men the door is closed (in its first
lock for a postage meter, capable of use in many countries
position) it renders the cavity inaccessible, and when the
of the world.
door is open (in its second position) it renders the cavity
accessible. The door has a latch. The latch is spring-loaded
BACKGROUND OF THE lNVJ3WION
10
so that it engages a latch feature in the cavity and holds the
frankBefore a new
of postage meter (also
door closed. Pushing the latch the other way (against the
can be entered into service' it has to be
ing
spring) causes the latch to engage a pawl in the cavity, and
the postal
This has to be
the pawl tends to push the door open. Apromkrance on the
plished not Once, but many times, before the postal
rear of the door engages a locking gear in the cavity. The
ties in each of the many countries where the meter is to be 15 locking gear
separation of two halves of the meter
used' This means that when a postage meter is being
housing, or holds the two halves together. If the locking gear
designed, the design needs to take into account all of the
is in the position that permits separating the halves. then the
varied (and somethe' cOntlicting) requirements Of the
door cannot be closed because the gear h u t s with the
postal authorities in those countries.
protruberance. Only if the gear is in the locked position is it
Among the most fundamental
requirements for postal 20 possible to close the door fully. The door is set up to
approval of a meter is that the meter house its printing means
accommodate postal regulations of many countries,includand its accountingregisters in a secure housing. The printing
ingcountries requiring
a key and lead seal, a paper seal, a
meansis typically a print rotor which rotates to print postage
lead seal by itself, or a lead seal and paper seal.
value on mail pieces. The accounting registers are typically
ascending andfor descending registers, provided in nonvola- 25
DESCIUFITON OF THE DRAWING
tile random access memories (RAMS).The "secure housing"
requirement is not interpretedto mean secure in the way that
The invention will be described with respect to a drawing
in several figures, of which:
a safe is secure, but secure in the sense that if a would be
FIGS. 1 and 2 are perspective rear views of a typical
wrongdoer tries to open the housing (or succeeds in opening
it) then the meter will give clear visual evidence of the 30 postage meter;
wrongdoing.
FIG. 3 is an explodedrear view of a typical postage meter;
In some countries the postal lock has to be a lock actuated
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a postal lock cavity;
by a key, with a sliding metal cover over the key hole, and
FIGS.5 and 6 are
views of a postal lock cavity;
a lead seal holding the metal cover over the key hole.
FIGS. 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) are side views of a postage
35
In other countries the postal lock has to be a lead seal that
meter showing the top cover being removed;
prevents opening the case, but with no requirement of a lock
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of locking wedges holding a
and key.
meter 'Over in
In stiU other countries the postal lock has to be covered
9, lo,
and l2 show
side, and first and
with a paper seal that is broken to open the meter; when the
meter is taken to a post office for refilling (resetting) one of 40 Second perspective views, respectively, of a ferrule;
FIGS. 13, and 14 are perspective views of a retaining
the important steps is to insped the paper seal to be sure it
is intact.
spring;
In yet other countries the postal lock has to be covered
FIGS. 15 and 16 are exploded and perspective views of a
with a paper seal that is in turn covered with a clear plastic 45 lock-and-key embodiment of the invention;
cover; to open the lock the plastic cover and Paper seal are
FIGS. 17 and 18 are exploded and perspective views of a
both pierced.
paper-seal embodiment of the invention;
In some past designs of postage meters, this diversity of
FIGS.19 and 20 are exploded and perspective views of a
security requirements across many countries has led to
lead-seal embodiment of the invention;
different case designs and lock designs for the various 50
FIG' 21 is a perspective view of an embodiment of the
countries. This is uneconomical since it increases the range
showing a retaining
of parts that must be kept in inventory. Arelatedresult is that
FIGS. 229 237 249 and
show in symbolic form the
once a meter is assembled sufEciently to be sent to a
manner in which authorized postal personnel gain access to
particular country it is mechanically wasteful to disassemble
much of the meter to make it possible to change the case and 55 the postage meter according to the invention;
FTGS. 26,27,28,29,30 and 31 show in cross section the
lock to pennit sending the meter to a different country.
steps that take place as the postal lock according to the
Those skilled in the art have devoted much energy to
invention is opened and closed; and
attempting to arrive at postal lock designs that permit a lock
to be used with . ' 1 changes across all the countries for
FiIGS. 32,33 and 34 show in first and second perspective
which postal approval is sought. But many such proposed 60 views, and in cross section, aplastic-plug embodimentof the
designs have proven to be bulky or have had a large parts
invention.
count. Other designs have proven to be dijlicult to open or
dijlicult to close.
DETAILED DESCXUlTION
It is thus highly desirable to provide a postal lock that is
The invention relates to a postal lock of a postage meter.
usable across many countries, that is not unduly bulky, that 65 The discussion that follows describes in some detail several
embodiments of the invention, with particular attention to
has a relatively small parts count, and that is not diflicult to
open or close.
the postal lock portions of the postage meter. Other aspects
SPECIFICMION
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of design of a postage meter may be foundin copending U.S.
application Ser. No. 081403,461 entitled Postage Meter With
Improved Paper Path, assigned to the same assignee as the
assignee of the Present appfication, and inco~oratedherein
by reference; in copending patent application entitled Protection System for Critical Memory Information, application
Ser. No. 081422.435, NedApr. 14,1995, and assigned to the
same assignee as that of the present application. which is
herein
reference; in a copending patent
application entitled Single Motor Setting And Printing Postage Meter,
Ser. No. 081422.155, filed A P ~14.
1995, and assigned to the same assignee as that of the
present application, which is incorporated herein by reference; in a "pending patent
For
Setting Date Wheels In A Postage Meter, application Ser.
No' 081421.902' filed Apr' 14?
and assigned to the
same assignee as that of the present
which is
incorporated herein by reference; in a copending patent
application entitled Postage Meter With Hollow Rotor Axle,
Ser' No. 08142199009
Ned A ~ r .14?
and
assigned to the same assignee as that of the present
application, which is incorporated herein by reference; in a
copending patent application entitled Postage Meter with
Rotor Movement and Die Cover Sensor, application Ser. No.
081446.2189
filed
22? lW5?
and assigned to the same
assignee as that of the present application, which is incorporated herein by reference; and in a copending application
entitled Postage Meter with Improved Handling of Power
Failure, application Ser. No. 081450,129, filed May 25,
1995, and assigned to the same assignee as that of the
present invention, which is incorporatedherein by reference.
Turning
now to =GS. 1 and 2, what is shown are rear
views of a postage meter. Top housing 102 and bottom
housing 101, together with rear panel 103, comprise the
secure housing of the postage meter. Bottom housing 101
and rear
103 are secured to each other internally to the
105 provides a receptacle for the power
cord. Opening 180 provides access to a modem or other
adaptor card. Legend plate area 106 receivesa model
number and serialnumber (legend) plate. RS-232 serial port
108 and ~ s - 4 serial
~ 2 port 107 pennit communications with
external devices such as scales and computers. postal lock
door 104 may be seen, as well as tie point 110 for a lead seal
if used.
Turning now to FIG. 3, the rear panel 103 is seen in
exploded view. Legend plate 160 is seen juxtaposed with
legend plate area 106. Postal door 104 is visible, hinged to
the rear panel 103 by pin 116. Pin 116 is in tmn captivated
by circfips 161. ~~d~
117 fib inside a horizontal opening
in the tie point 110. Metal tongue 140 is visible, which is
slidable into the horizontal opening in the tie point 110.
Some features of door 104 are visible including round
opening 144 and a protuberance 115 which projects from the
rear of the door 104. The door 104 swings open and shut to
cover cavity 139. Some features of cavity 139 are visible,
including a latch feature 111 and a springy ratchet pawl 112.
Turning now to FIG. 4, the postal lock cavity 139 is
shown in greater detail. Tie point 110 is outside the cavity,
formed into the rear panel 103. Latch feature 111 is visible,
with a tapered front. The space behind the latch feature 111
is open to the left (in FIG. 4) and to the top, to accommodate
latches that are released, as described below, either by
rotation upwards or by sliding to the left. Springy pawl
feature 112 may be seen, which is preferably integrally
formed with the rear panel 103. Opening 138 is provided to
permit access to a cover locking/udocking gear omitted for
clarity in FIG. 4. An opening is provided so that when the
19953

lgg59

door is open. it is possible to depress postal switch 126,
which provides an electrical signal to the processor of the
postage meter to enable various software functions that are
not available to the customer but only to postal authorities.
5 The cavity 139 is shown in planview in FIGS. 5 and 6. Gear
124 may be seen, in the locked position in FIG. 5 and in the
.docked position in FIG. 6. menthe gear 124 is in the
locked position WG. 5). a cutout or relieved area 125 is in
place to mate with the aforementioned feature 115 (FIG. 3).
lo when the gear 124 is inthe unlocked position (FIG. 6). the
gear 124 presents a flat surface; as a result it is not possible
to close the door 104.
Turning now to FIGS. 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c), what is shown
is the sequence of events as the top cover 102 is removed.
15 Most of the time the meter is in the configuration of FIG.
7 ( 4 .Locking wedges, not visible in FIG. 7(a), secure the
cover 102 against lateral movement. If the locking wedges
are moved into a non-locking position (by rotation of the
aforementioned gear 124 (FIG. q,then it becomes possible
20 to
the top cover 102 to +he front of the meter (to the left
in FIG. 7(b))as shown in FIG. 7(b). This makes it possible
to see part of the rear panel 103. After cover 102 has moved
forward sufficiently, Lshaped features 109 in the base 101
and corresponding features in the cover 102 come out of
25 engagement,
the cover 102 to move
as
shown in FIG. 7(c). With the cover 102 removed, it becomes
possible to disassemble the meter to any desired extent.
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of the above-mentioned
right
30 locking wedges 1377
as seen from the
Corner of the postage meter. The front side gear 124 may
be seen, the rear of which was seen in FIGS. 5 and 6. Wedges
137 are at respective ends of sliders 119, 120. Sliders 119
and 120 are spring-1oaded by 'pring
tending to pull
137
each
Other. 'Ping l2'
to
35
155,156. Sliders 119, 120 slide within holding slots in the
internal chassis of the postage meter, and are held in their
path screw 122 and
123, which pass through
has teeth lS7 its front face, which
lS8,159. Gear
154.As aresult, rotation of gear
40 teeth engage racks
counterclockwisecauses slider 120 to move to the right, and
'lider
to move to the left, in FIG. 8. This 'preads the
wedges 137 and
the cover lo2.
of gear
clockwise in FIG. 8 draws the wedges 137 together, securing
the cover 102.
45
FIGS. 9?
and
show
side? and
and
second ~ e r s ~ e dviews,
v e respectively, of the ferrule 117 of
FIG. 3. FIGS. 13, and 14 are perspective views of aretaining
spring 118 which will be described in connection with FIG.
50 21FIGS. 15 and 16 are exploded and perspective views of a
lock-and-key embodiment of the invention. Door 104 may
be seen. Rear piece 132 attaches to door 104 more or less
permanently by snap-fit features. Captive between them is
55 sliding metal panel 136 with tongue 140. When tongue 140
is wired into tie point 110 (FIG. 3 ) then hole 145 does not
align with hole 144; it is not possible to reach the lock
cylinder 127. If the panel 136 is sfid away from tie point 110,
then the hole 145 aligns with hole 144, permitting access to
60 the cylinder 127. A postal key, not shown in FIG. 15, can
then be inserted into the keyhole 151. Turning the key
counterclockwise rotates the latch 152 counterclockwise.
and thus out of engagement with feature 111 (FIG. 4). This
pennits opening the door 104.
65
FIGS. 17 and 18 are exploded and perspective views of a
paper-seal embodiment of the invention. Door 104 and rear
piece 132 are identical to those shown in FIGS. 15 and 16.

*
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Instead of lock cylinder 127, what is provided is dummy
slid into the tie point 110, a wire is passed through the tongue
and tie point, and a wire seal is crimped into place.
housing 128. This housing has an opening 147 that permits
access to hole 148. When the door 104 is open it is possible
In FIG. 24 an authorized person punctures the paper seal
141, inserts a screwdriver or other pointed object 183,
to slide a paper seal into the space between the door 104 and
the rear piece 132. m s may also be seen in FIG. 24.) When 5 manipulates the object counterclockwise in FIG. 23, and
opens the door 104. The old Paper seal is removed from the
the door is closed, the paper seal blocks access through hole
door-To lock the meter, a new PaFr seal is sfid into the door,
144. and thus blocks access to hole 148. Latch 129 is
and the door is pushed
movable to the left and right in FIG. 17, but is spring-loaded
A hybrid arrangement of FIGS.23 and 24 may also be
toward the right. As will be discussed below, latch 129 thus
that
an authorized person cuts
tends to engage latch feature 111(FTG. 4). Latch 129 slides 10
the leadseal lgl,slides the tongue away from the tie point
back and forth on guides 150 and is held by screws 130.Thin
inserts a screwdriver or other pointed object
plastic features 133act as springs, fitting into holes 134, and
the
puncturing the paper seal 1 4 1 9
bring about the abovementioned spfig-loading to the right
object
counterclockwise
in
FIG.
23,
and
opens
the
door
104.
in FIG. 17. In FIG.
it is possible to see latch feature 114
The old paper seal is removed from the door. To lock the
which engages the aforementioned latch feature 111. 15
a new paper seal is slid into the door, the door is
Release latch 113is also visible and will be discussed later.
closed, the tongue is
into the tie point 110, a wire
The mechanical result of the features just described is that
is passed through the tongue and tie point, and a wire seal
the door is held shut by latch features 114 and 111.To open
is crimped into place.
the door?it is
to puncture the paper seal 141(FIG.
In FIG. 25
removes
24) by a pointed object such as a screwdriver, through hole 20 the plastic plug 142, inserts a screwdriver or other pointed
14m
Then it is possible for the screwdriver to pass through
object 183, manipulatesthe object countercloc~se
in FIG.
14' and 147 to
the saewdriver
23, and opens the door 104. To lock the meter, a new plastic
to the right (in
17) moves the screwdriver to
plugis inserted into the hole in the door, and the door is
the left, drawing the hole 148to the left and drawing feature
pushed closed.
114 (FIG. 18) out from behind feature 111(FIG. 4). Release 25
FIGS. 263n728729*30 and 31 show in cross section the
feature 113then catches pawl 112 (FIG. 4) which holds the
Steps that take place as the postal lock according to the
slider 129 to the left in FIG. 17. Pawl 112 also tends to push
invention is 'pened and 'lased'
with FIG. 26, this
the door 104 open. Door 104 opens in response to pawl 112.
shows the state of affairs most of the time, when the meter
FIGS.l9and Zo are
and perspective views of a 30 is in normal operation. Latch feature 114 engages feature
lead-seal embodiment of the invention. Most of the
holding the door 104 shut. Tongue 140,if present, is slid
mechanical configuration is the same as in FIGS. 17 and 18,
rightwards into tie point 110 and is wired into place with a
except that
plate 136 is present. This pennits the door
crimped lead seal. To open the door, the lead seal and wire
to be lockedwith the
140 in the tie point 11° and
cut off, and tongue 140 is slid leftwards. Object 183 is
wked in place with a leadseal. Optionally? a paper seal can 35 inserted and slider 129 is moved
to the left in FIG.
also be provided between the door 104 and the plate 136, or
27. This permits feature 113to slide to the left of pawl 112.
between the plate 136 and the rear piece 132. The procedure
This blocks leftward movement of the slider 129, so that
for opening and closing the door is as described in connecfeature 114 remains clear of latch
and instead tends to
with FIGS.l7and except that the plate
must be
rotate door 104 outwards from cavity 139. Feature 114 then
slid back and forth as described in connection with FIGS. 15 4u bears slidingly on the tapered front of latch
as shown in
and 16.
FIG. 28, further tending to rotate door 104 outwards from
FIG. 21 is a perspective view of an embodiment of the
139. The door opens.
invention showing a retaining spring 118. Spring 118 is
Closing the door is simple. The feature 114, shown in FIG.
shown in detail in the aforementioned FIGS. 13 and 14, and
29, is in sliding engagement with
front of feature
is made of s~rin# steel. It is heldby one of screws 130 and
111. When feature 114 just clears the tip of feature 111,
enters hole 1 3 , to provide a way of fvring a paper seal 141 45 shown in FIG. 30, the release featwe 113does not quite clear
(FIG. 24) from sliding about.
pawl 112. Then the door 104 is permitted to close
Turning now to FIGS. 32,33 and 34, what is shown is a
completely, as shown in FIG. 31, and the slider 129 moves
plastic-plug embodiment of the invention.Aplasticplug 142
fully rightwards, urged in that direction by springy features
is inserted into the door 104. Small teeth on the periphery of 50 133, not visible in FIG. 31.
the plug make it impossible to
the plug out except by
In some countries the paper seal may be augmented with
damaging the plug. The plug 142 is designed to fit flush with
a clear plastic sheet that is placed in front of the paper seal.
the front of the door 104, as shown in HG. 34.
In some countries the door 104 may be made of transparent
Turning now to FIGS. 22,23,24, and 25, what is shown
plastic, while in other countriesit may be opaque, preferably
in symbolic form is the manner in which authorized postal 55 of a color to match the rear panel 103.
personnel gain access to the postage meter according to the
The entire sequence of events when the case is to be
invention. In FIG. 22 an authorized person cuts off the lead
opened thus comprises the following steps: open the postal
seal 181, slides the tongue away from the tie point 110,
door (by a procedure that differs depending on whether the
inserts the key 182, turns the key, and opens the door 104.
lead seal, p a y seal, or key lock is used), rotate the gear 124
To lock the meter, the door is pushed closed, the tongue is 60 clockwise, shde the top cover toward the front of the meter,
slidinto the tie point 110, a wire is passed through the tongue
and lift it upwards. To close the cover, lower it into place,
slide it toward the rear of the meter into place, rotate the gear
and tie point, and a wire seal is crimped into place.
In FIG. 23 an authorizedperson cuts off the lead seal 181,
124 counterclockwise, and close the cover.
slides the tongue away from the tie point 110, inserts a
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that what has been
screwdriver or other pointed object 183, manipulates the 65 described is a postage meter with a secure housing, having
a relatively simple postal locking mechanism that is the
object counterclockwise in FIG. 23, and opens the door 104.
To lock the meter, the door is pushed closed, the tongue is
same in all countries,that does not take up too much volume.
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second position permitting separation of the first and
While the above-described invention has been described
second portions, said actuator engageable with said
with respect to particular embodiments, the invention is not
protruberance such that said actuator in said second
limited to those particular embodiments. Those skilled in the
position prevents moving the door into the first posiart will have no di£Iiculty devising numerous and diverse
tion.
obvious variations of the invention, defined by the claims 5
3. The meter according to claim 2 wherein the actuator
that follow. For example, the latch feature and release pawl
rotates between said first and second positions, the engageof the housing are disclosed as being integrally formed with
ment between the actuator and the protuberance being by
the housing of the meter, but could be fabricated separately
and assembled thereto. The spring feature of the cover piece
means of an axial cam on the actuator.
4. Apostage meter having a secure housing and a printing
is disclosed as integrally formed therewith but could like- lo
means and accountingregister within the secure housing, the
wise be fabricated separately and assembled thereto.
secure housing further comprising first and second portions
I claim:
separable from each other; the secure housing further com1.Apostage meter having a secure housing and sprinting
prising a postal lock. the postal lock comprising:
means and accountingregister within the secure housing, the
secure housing further comprising a postal lock, the postal 15
a door movable between first and second positions, the
lock comprising:
door in said first position rendering a cavity inaccessible and in said second position rendering the cavity
a door movable between first and second positions, the
accessible, said door having a protruberance extending
door in said first position rendering a cavity inaccessible and in said second position rendering the cavity
into said cavity;
accessible; said door comprising a latch movable 20
said postal lock further comprising an actuator within said
between first and second positions. said latch in said
cavity movable between first and second positions, said
first position engaging a first feature in the housing
actuator in said first position preventing separation of
whereby the door is held in its first position, said latch
the first and second portions, and said actuator in said
in said second position engaging a second feature in the
second position permitting separation of the first and
housing, said second feature disposed to urge said door 25
second portions, said actuator engageable with said
toward its second position.
protruberance such that said actuator in said second
2. The meter according to claim 1 wherein the secure
position prevents moving the door into the first posihousing further comprises first and second portions sepation.
rable from each other, and wherein said door has a protru5. The meter according to claim 4 wherein the actuator
berance extending into said cavity;
30 rotates between said first and second positions, the engagement between the actuator and the protuberance being by
saidpostal lock further comprising an actuator within said
means of an axial cam on the actuator.
cavity movable between first and secondpositions, said
actuator in said first position preventing separation of
* * * * *
the first and second portions, and said actuator in said

